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Envisioned Closed-Loop Lifecycle

**genesis + manufacture**

- **pha biopolymer:**
  - harvested from bacteria
  - anaerobically biodegrades rapidly
  - good mechanical properties
  - melt properties good for composite processing

- **carbon-source feedstock:**
  - sugars (glucose, sucrose) typically from corn
  - methane CH₄
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**genesis + manufacture**

- true biobased composite
- natural fibers
- pha

**natural fibers:**
- low cost availability
- biodegradability
- stiffness / strength
- waste product

flour fabric
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My Role: Structural Engineering

- Composite fabrication
- Materials testing
- Material durability testing

- Wood-Plastic Composites
- Mechanical properties → target applications
- Water absorption reduces mechanical properties
- UV weathering: color change & embrittlement
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